
RECENT RESULTSON THE FERMI-PASTA{ULAM PROBLEMLUIGI GALGANIDipartimento di Matematia, Via Saldini 50,20133 | Milano, Italy.ANTONIO GIORGILLIDipartimento di Matematia e Appliazioni, Via degli Arimboldi 8,20126 | Milano, Italy.Abstrat. We revisit the elebrated model of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam with the aim of investi-gating the thresholds to equipartition in the thermodynami limit. Starting with a partiularlass of initial onditions, i.e., with all the energy on the �rst mode, we observe that in a shorttime the system splits in two separate subsystems. We onjeture the existene of a funtion"(!), independent on the number N of partiles in the hain, suh that if the initial energyE satis�es E=N < "(!) then only the paket of modes with frequeny not exeeding ! sharesmost of the energy.1. IntrodutionIn a elebrated report of 1955 Fermi, Pasta and Ulam made the �rst numerial investi-gation on the dynamis of a hain of partiles with a non linear oupling.[1℄ The modelwas intended to represent a disrete approximation of a non{linear string. Aordingto the authors, \The ergodi behaviour of suh systems was studied with the primaryaim of establishing, experimentally, the rate of approah to the equipartition of energyamong the various degrees of freedom of the system". But the onlusion did not atu-ally answer their initial question: \Let us say here that the results of our omputationsshow features whih were, from the beginning, surprising to us. Instead of a gradual,ontinuous ow of energy from the �rst mode to higher modes, all of the problemsshow an entirely di�erent behaviour. (: : :) Instead of a gradual inrease of all the highermodes, the energy is exhanged, essentially, among only a ertain few. It is, therefore,very hard to observe the rate of `thermalization' or mixing in our problem, and this wasthe initial purpose of the alulation".The aim of this paper is to revisit the phenomenon of \freezing of energy" on thelow frequeny modes that has been illustrated in the original report of Fermi, Pasta



2 L. Galgani and A. Giorgilliand Ulam. In partiular, we investigate the possible existene of states that seem to bestable for very long times, if not forever. Suh states are haraterised by a onentra-tion of energy on the low frequeny modes, and appear to be of interest even in thethermodynami limit, i.e., when the number N of partiles in the hain is allowed tobeome very large.The paper is organised as follows. In set. 2 we reall the model and a few basifats onerning the FPU phenomenon. In set. 3 we give a very short aount of someprevious results, with partiular emphasis on some fats that are at the basis of ourapproah. In set. 4 we illustrate our results. The onlusions follow.2. Realling the model problemThe model is a one{dimensional hain of N + 2 partiles with �xed ends, as desribedby the Hamiltonian(1) H(x; y) = H2(x; y) +H3(x) +H4(x) ;with H2 = 12 NXj=1 y2j + 12 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�2 ;H3 = �3 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�3 ; H4 = �4 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�4 :Here, x1; : : : ; xN are the displaements with respet to the equilibrium position (thatobviously exists), and x0 = xN+1 = 0 are the �xed ends.The normal modes are introdued via the anonial transformationxj =r 2N + 1 NXk=1 qk sin jk�N + 1 ; yj =r 2N + 1 NXk=1 pk sin jk�N + 1 ;(qk; pk) being the new oordinates and momenta. The quadrati part of the Hamiltonianin the normal oordinates is given the form(2) H2 = NXj=1Ej ; Ej = 12�p2j + !2j q2j � ;with harmoni frequenies(3) !j = 2 sin j�2(N + 1) :The problem, as �rst stated in the paper of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam, is onernedwith the dynamial evolution of the harmoni energies Ej, as de�ned in (2). Aording



Reent results on the Fermi-Pasta{Ulam problem 3to Classial Statistial Mehanis the time average of eah of the harmoni energiesshould be the same (equipartition), at least in the harmoni approximation, i.e.,Ej = limt!+1 1T Z T0 Ej(t)dt = EN ;where E is the total energy. The goal of the numerial experiment was indeed to observehow the energy, initially given to the �rst mode only, ows towards other modes untilequipartition is possibly reahed.3. A few historial remarksSeveral years after the publiation of the FPU report, Izrailev and Chirikov[2℄ �rstmade an attempt to explain the lak of equipartition observed in the FPU system inthe light of the KAM theorem.[3℄[4℄[5℄ Aording to these authors the existene of manyKAM tori in the phase spae ould aount for the lak of ergodiity in the system.More preisely, there might exist a threshold to stohastiity in the sense that if theenergy of the system is below a ritial energy, EC say, then the system fails to relax toequipartition, while equipartition is reahed if the energy exeeds EC . Suh a thresholdould be in some sense related to the fat that invariant KAM tori are assured to existonly for small perturbations, i.e, small energies in the ase of the FPU system. Thus,Izrailev and Chirikov raised the question whether the lak of ergodiity ould persistin the thermodynami limit. With some heuristi onsiderations they argue that thethreshold should vanish for large N , i.e., that EC ! 0 for N !1, at least for an initialexitation of the high frequeny modes. In a reent paper by Shepelyansky[6℄, using animprovement of their argument, it is suggested that the threshold should vanish also forexitation of low frequeny modes.On the opposite side, Bohieri, Sotti Bearzi and Loinger performed a series of al-ulations on a nonlinear hain of partiles interating via a Lennard{Jones potential.[7℄On the basis of the numerial simulations they onjetured the existene of a thresh-old in spei� energy for the transition to stohastiity. More preisely, equipartition ofenergy would not our if EN < "�, where E is the total energy of the system and "� isindependent of N (for large N).The onjetures of Izrailev{Chirikov and Shepelyansky on the one hand, and thatof Bohieri{Sotti{Bearzi{Loinger on the other hand learly lead to well di�erent andopposite onlusions onerning the relevane of the FPU phenomenon for StatistialMehanis. The question has been investigated by several authors during the last 30years (see, e.g., [8℄{[20℄). However, it seems appropriate to say that no de�nite onlusionhas been reahed till now.Let us �rst briey disuss the appliability of KAM theory to the FPU systemin the thermodynami limit. KAM theory would lead to the expetation that for smallenergy most (in measure theoreti sense) of the invariant tori of the unperturbed system



4 L. Galgani and A. Giorgillisurvive for all times, being only slightly deformed. However, the persistene of invarianttori requires quite strong irrationality hypotheses on the unperturbed frequenies, thatare likely to be violated in view of the loseness to resonane of the lowest ad thehighest frequenies in the spetrum (3). Thus, the appliability of KAM theory in thethermodynami limit seems to be unlikely.Nekhoroshev's theory assures that the harmoni ations of the system remain loseto their initial value up to a time exp�E1=N)� (see for instane [21℄). The bad dependeneon N makes the estimate unsigni�ant if N grows too large. Moreover, both the KAMtheorem and the theorem of Nekhoroshev apply only if the perturbation is small enough,i.e., if the energy E satis�es a ondition E < E�, where E� depends on the parameters ofthe system, inluding the number N of partiles, and the available analytial estimatesgive E� ! 0 for N !1.The heuristi arguments of Izrailev and Chirikov, inluding the reent improve-ments due to Shepelyansky, essentially aÆrm that KAM theory does not extend to thethermodynami limit. Conerning Nekhoroshev theory, a thorough omparison of theanalytial estimates with the numerial results has been performed in [22℄, leading tothe onlusion that the bad dependene of the analytial estimates on N is essentiallyoptimal.The above onsiderations seem to lead to the onlusion that the onjeture ofBohieri et al. must be de�nitely rejeted. But this would be a naive onlusion. For,the non appliability of KAM and Nekhoroshev's theory does not imply that the sys-tem is ergodi in the sense of Statistial Mehanis. Indeed, the quasi{invariane of allthe harmoni ations assured by both KAM and Nekhoroshev theory is a very strongproperty, that needs not our. Ergodiity is destroyed by the existene of only onequasi{invariant quantity. Thus, the question is whether or not suh a quasi{invariantquantity may exists.Identifying suh a quantity is not diÆult if one onsiders a modi�ed FPU systemwith alternating heavy and light masses. The relevant fat is that the frequeny spetrumof the normal modes splits into two well separated omponents, that are usually alledthe aousti branh and the optial branh of the spetrum. In this ase the wholesystem splits into two separate subsystems, and one an prove that the ow of energyfrom the aousti subsystem to the optial one takes a time that grows exponentiallywith the ratio � = !+=!�, where !� and !+ are the typial aousti and optialfrequeny, respetively[23℄[24℄. A numerial on�rmation of this phenomenon has beengiven in [22℄.Now, splitting the FPU system in two separate omponents in the sense aboveseems to be impossible. For, the frequeny spetrum exhibits no separation in di�erentbranhes, and moreover the frequenies tend to beome strongly resonant when N isinreased, as we have already pointed out. As a matter of fat, most heuristi onsid-erations in favour of the spreading of energy among the modes depend preisely on thelatter property of the spetrum.Now, it happened to us to realize that a spontaneous splitting of the system atually
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Figure 1. Relaxation time tRs for varying energy and number of modes in a paket.Moving horizontally, i.e., at a �xed energy, the paket of the �rst s modes loses20% if its initial energy at time tRs . At a given energy, only a small paket of modestakes part on the sharing on energy in a short time. Di�erent symbols orrespondto di�erent values of s = 1; 2; : : :, from left to right. This �gure is drawn for N = 16.ours, at least if one onsiders a partiular lass of initial onditions: we should simplyask the system itself how it likes to split. This is the spirit of a numerial experimentthat we are going to disuss.4. The numerial experimentIn the spirit of the �rst numerial experiment of Fermi, Pasta an Ulam we investigatehow the energy, initially given only to the �rst harmoni mode, spreads towards higherand higher modes. Our main remark is that the system exhibits two di�erent timesales, as illustrated in �g. 1. For s = 1; : : : ; n we onsider the time average of the totalharmoni energy of the paket formed by the �rst s modes, namely of the quantities(4) E1 = E1 ; E2 = E1 + E2 ; : : : ; Es = E1 + : : :+Es ; : : :Sine the initial energy is initially given to the �rst mode, we have Es(0) = E, thetotal energy. On the other hand, if the system evolves towards equipartition we expetEs(t)! sE=N when time inreases to in�nity (overline denotes the time average), i.e.,its energy has dereased by (N � s)E=N . We de�ne the ritial time tRs as the �rst
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Figure 2. Plot of the numerially alulated values of ER(N;!) vs. !, for di�erentvalues of N as identi�ed by the di�erent symbols but with the spei� energy" = E=N in ordinates. All the data look well aligned on the same urve (possiblya straight line). This de�nes the funtion "(!), as stated in the text.instant at whih Es(t) has lost 20 perent of the latter quantity. The numerial data for(tRs ; E) are plotted in �g. 1. For a onstant value of the initial energy, i.e., moving on ahorizontal line, the points orresponding to inreasing values of s are aligned from leftto right and represented by di�erent symbols.The relevant information here is that the energy ows quite rapidly from the �rstpaket to the seond, third &, but for some value of s the ow stops, and a muhlonger time is needed for the quantity Es(t) to lose 20% of (N � s)E=N . In this asewe say that the �rst s modes form a natural paket that persists for a long time.The �gure also shows that if we let the value of the energy derease, then the lengthof the natural paket dereases, too, and the time needed for the energy to ow tohigher modes signi�antly inreases. The point of separation of the s{th urve de�nes athreshold energy ER(N;!) in the following sense: for initial energy less than ER(N;!)the natural paket ontains only modes with frequeny less than !s, the frequeny ofthe s{th mode. This remark provides a quantitative desription of the phenomenon ofthe formation of natural pakets.The most interesting fat is onerned with the dependene of the threshold energyER(N;!) on the number N of partiles. This is illustrated in �g. 2. By simply replaingthe total energy E with the spei� energy " = E=N all the data points turn out to bealigned on one and the same straight line, independent of N . This leads us to formulate



Reent results on the Fermi-Pasta{Ulam problem 7the following onjeture: there exists a spei� energy threshold, namely a funtion"(!) with the following meaning: the natural paket inludes the mode of frequeny !only if the initial spei� energy " is greater than "(!).5. Conlusions and open questionsThe result of our numerial experiments strongly supports the onjeture of Bohieri,Sotti, Bearzi and Loinger about the existene of a threshold to ergodiity whih dependsonly on the spei� energy of the system. For, realling that the speturm of the FPUsystem has an upper limit !max = 2 the ritial value "� = "(2) represents the limitabove whih all modes belong to the natural paket. For lower energies one is onfrontedwith the existene of a seond and muh longer relaxation time, whih still depends onthe spei� energy, ang grows very fast when the energy is dereased. The problem ofthe dependene of the latter relaxation time on the energy remains unsettled, althoughwe have some preliminary indiation that it might grow as fast as exp(1=p").Conerning the onjeture of Izrailev, Chirikov and Shepelyansky, we remark thatthe outome of our numerial experiment is not in full ontrast with their results.Indeed, the internal dynamis of the natural paket may well be haoti { e.g., someof the Lyapounov exponents may be positive, as we have heked with alulations notreported here. This is preisely due to the existene of resonanes, whih onstitutes thebasis of the argument of those authors. However, the existene of a haoti behaviourdoes not imply that the system is ergodi in the sense of lassial Statistial Mehanis,beause energy is not equally shared among all modes, at least for very long times. Asa matter of fat, haos seems to be on�ned inside the natural paket.The results disussed here may have a ertain impat on the foundations of Statisti-al Mehanis, and in partiular on its relations with Quantum Mehanis. For, the longtime persistene of the natural paket might result in a state of meta{equilibrium thatin a physial experiment would appear as an atual equilibrium. Suh a state would beharaterized by a freezing of the high frequeny modes that is known to be the mainharateristi of the quantum behaviour. For a further disussion of this point we referto [25℄. Referenes[1℄ Fermi, E., Pasta, J. and Ulam, S.: Studies of nonlinear problems, Los Alamosdoument LA{1940 (1955).[2℄ Izrailev, F.M. and Chirikov, B.V.: Dokl. Akad. Nauk. SSSR 166, 57 (1966); Sov.Phys. Dokl. 11, 30 (1966).[3℄ Kolmogorov, A.N.: Preservation of onditionally periodi movements with smallhange in the Hamilton funtion, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 98, 527 (1954).
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